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ABSTRACT

The website CARECANCER.NET is to assist Cancer Patients/Caregivers of
affected people to find it easy to know or view symptoms, care, treatment,
medicine store, hospitals, and emergency contacts, as per their own requirements.
This software provides a dynamic way through which user can search for specialist
in a specific area.

Every Application has its own scope which is very much realistic and also may
expand/change in future. This project is also limited to some time and effort
boundary. Right now the Application has scopes with flexible design to add on or
incorporate future requirements also. The main objective of this system is to
facilitate the patient’s or caregivers to know about cancer and its prevention and
cure to get all the information under one platform. Now a days finding appropriate
cancer related information based website is difficult.

In order to overcome this problem, the CARECANCER.NET application is
designed and developed using PHP platform for necessary security and portability
reason. The software application performs satisfactorily. The future of
CARECANCER.NET can be further extended with more features.
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Chapter 01
Introduction
1.1 Introduction
“Digital Bangladesh” is a common dream for every citizen now a days. Bangladesh has already
stepped forward for centralizing and digitalizing all its sectors. People of this country are very
much aware and familiar with the use of Software, internet and websites. With growing number
of population and industrialization as a drawback diseases and sickness have also increased
proportionately. Cancer, the big C was a very rare disease even a few decades ago. But now it has
become very common and people needs to be aware of it to prevent cancer and also to know the
cure of cancer. So keeping the general mass in mind we wanted to develop this website as helping
hand for the affected people or cancer patient caregivers.

1.2 Background
Bangladesh is a progressive and populated country. As we move forward to digitization and
industrialization along with its benefits some drawbacks also occur. The environment is much
more populated than before, the food are being preserved using various unhealthy preservative, all
these along with genetic problems have increased the diseases all around us. Specially cancer. The
Cancer is a severe and deadly disease. If we look at the statistics we can see, according to
Bangladesh Bureau of Statistics the sixth leading cause of death is cancer in Bangladesh
On the other hand lots of people are still unaware of the symptoms of cancer and also what are the
medication or cure of cancer. Because of all these problems in most of the cases cancer is
diagnosed at a very late stage and as a result more and more death occurs. If the mass people can
be made aware and they can know all the information needed about cancer under one platform it
can be very helpful for them. Because internet is very accessible now a days.
We want to digitalize and facilitate a large group of people who require such kind of help where
all the information regarding cancer including treatment, symptoms, hospitals, medicine store and
also the list of all specialists are available in a website. We plan to include real time appointment
system via logging in to our website very soon.
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1.3 Problem of Interest
For the past few years the world has seen immense advancement in every sector possible.
Especially the information technology and medical field has rapidly seen its growth. Along with
removal of old diseases some new disease are discovered everyday. With the advancement of
science and technology new methodologies and treatments are invented . Cancer is a deadly
disease. In the year 2012 8.2 million deaths were reported due to cancer and 12 million new
cancer cases were reported. This is a major concern. Now a days internet is the most reachable
communication media to every other person. We need to make people aware of the danger of
cancer. We can use the internet as the media and make people aware, because it has now been
reached by every other person. So we chose to create a website dedicated to cancer only,
specially for the people of Bangladesh. For making the life of the patients and the caregiver a
little bit easier.
1.4 Objectives
Carecancer.net is a website where people can get all the information regarding cancer. It is a one
stop platform for cancer patient and caregivers. With the help of this website a bowser can get to
know all the detailed information about cancer. There are description about types of cancer, the
actor can look for cancer specialist in any desired area. Anyone can look for most of the cancer
specialists. The hospitals which give cancer treatment can be found easily in the website. Also
the cancer medicines are not available at all the pharmacy, we have tried to sort out the medicine
stores of cancer treatment. All these in single website and more. We will be adding more features
to this website soon.
Every Application has its own scope which is very much realistic and also may expand/change in
future. This project is also limited to some time and effort boundary. Right now the Application
has following scopes, with flexible design to add on or incorporate future requirements also.
Here I have developed a website where mass people as well as cancer patients will get all the
necessary information about cancer. Major features are :


About cancer: This feature will cover almost all required information about
cancer.



Causes and prevention: Describes how a specific type of cancer can be caused and
how it can be prevented.



Treatment: Holds information about various types of cancer treatments, side
effects etc. such as chemotherapy, pre-chemotherapy advices, post chemo therapy
advices.



Medicine: This consists of all information related to medicines.



Cancer stories: in order to keep cancer patients motivated to fight against it cancer
stories around the world will be shared



Emergency: In case of emergency, this website is provided with the contact
numbers of different ambulance services for the immediate movement of patients
There are also some other features as well
2

1.5 Book Organizations
Our project paper on Carecancer.Net is organized into five chapters. These are –

Chapter-1 Introduction: In this chapter we have already discussed about Carecancer.net for
cancer patients and caregivers i.e. Introduction of the project, Background, main objectives,
problem of Interest, present state and prospect of our project. Actually this is preliminary chapter
which describes the primary description about the project.

Chapter-2 System Analysis: In this chapter we deal with Software Requirement Specification, in
which we discuss about Functional and Technical requirement. We discussed Carecancer.net
features, feasibility, Development Tools Selection. Also discuss about the solution architecture
and model we used in this project.

Chapter-3 System Design: In this chapter we described the desired Carecancer.Net system
features in detail, and generally include workflow diagram, and Use case diagram

Chapter-4 Implementation and Experiments: In this chapter we illustrates the development tool
selection, development of the projects, testing. And finally we have mention and discuss about
experiments with some input and observe that the desired output

Chapter-5 Conclusion and Future works: This chapter concludes
our venture works saying the objective that we are accomplished in by completing our work.
We moreover saying the objective that we are accomplished in by completing our work.
We too specify the rightness and precision of our strategy by which we have done the
work. Besides, the Future work are specified in this chapter.
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Chapter 02
System Analysis
2.1 Introduction

The objective of System
analysis is
to decide where
the issue is,
in
an endeavor to settle the system.
This
step includes breaking
down
the system in distinctive pieces to analyze the circumstance, analyzing extend objectives,
breaking
down
what
needs
to
be made and endeavoring to lock
in clients so
that unequivocal necessities can be characterized.
Business prerequisites are accumulated in this stage. This stage is the fundamental center of
the extend supervisors and stake holders. Gatherings with directors, stake holders and clients are
held in arrange to decide the prerequisites like; who is going to utilize the framework? How will
they utilize the framework? What information ought to be input into the framework?
What information ought to be yield by the framework? These are common questions that
get replied amid a necessities gathering stage. After prerequisite gathering these necessities are
analyzed for their legitimacy and the plausibility of consolidating the necessities in
the framework to be improvement is too considered.

2.2 System Analysis

2.2.1 Software Requirement Specification

2.2.1.1 Functional Requirement

This is a website on cancer. The site requires dynamic search features using which both admin and
management will be able to lookup their information easily. Everyone can access the same website
in different computer. So that it will be helpful to serve many browser from different computer on
same time.
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Functional







Requirement:
Extended dynamic search over database.
Flexibility: available 24X7 any put as long as you have web association.
Information is easy to gather and print selectively.

2.2.1.2 Application Analysis

admin

Carecancer.net

browser

Fig 2.1 : Different level of user’s
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2.2.1.3 Technical Requirement

Considering above requirement the software needs to be fast and reliable. So that user can
perform their activities fluently. So it is decided the software will be developed using
PHP. PHP supports maximum operating systems.
Initially the solution will have mySQL database which in easy to code and maintain.
Technical Requirement:

Web based

User friendly design

Simple workflow.

Supporting Reports

2.2.2 Features









Simple workflow/Operation
Extended dynamic search
Secured
State-of-art technology used

2-tier architecture

Flexible for future expansion




2.2.3 Feasibility study
A feasibility study is an investigation of how effectively a venture can be completed, book
keeping for components that influence it as financial innovative, legitimate and planning
variables.
Now a days finding appropriate Cancer related information is difficult to find in one place. As a
result there is a thirsty market for such informative website. If such website is developed equipped
with ease of searching information and communication between commoners and doctors then such
facility providing solution should be successful and grow rapidly.
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2.2.4 Solution Architecture

Two-Tier architecture is most suitable when the client/user and Database are on the same Local
Area Network (LAN). It is an architecture in which database management system and client
interface are created and kept up as free modules on isolates stages. Two tier engineering is a
computer program plan design and well established program engineering.
Considering easy access and flexibility for future expansion and changes I have decided
the solution should have 2-tier architecture.

2.2.5 Development Tools Selection

For our website we have used the features of  HTML
 CSS
 Bootstrap
 XAMPP
 PHP
 MySql

2.2.6 Methodology
A site improvement strategy alludes to the system that is utilized to structure, arrange, and
control the prepare of creating a data framework. A wide assortment of such system have
advanced over a long time, each with its claim recognized qualities and shortcomings. One
methodology is not appropriate to be utilized by all ventures. Each of the accessible strategies are
suited to particular sorts of programs based on different specialized, organizational, extend and
group considerations.
To develop and maintain this kind of project, I choose ‘Waterfall Model’ as software
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development life cycle (SDLC). I think that to comply with the changing requirements and
functionality, Waterfall Mode will be suitable comparing to other SDLC models.

2.2.7 Waterfall Model

The waterfall model is a successive plan handle, regularly utilized in computer program
development forms, in which advance is seen as streaming relentlessly downwards (like a
waterfall) through the stages of conception, start ,investigation, plan, development, testing,
production/implementation and support.

The waterfall development model originates in The waterfall development model originates in
the fabricating and development businesses; profoundly organized physical situations in which
after-the-fact changes are restrictively exorbitant, in case not inconceivable. Since no
formal computer program advancement techniques existed at the time, this hardwareoriented demonstrate was essentially adjusted for computer program development.
To begin known introduction depicting utilize of comparative stages in program designing was
held by Herbert D. Benington at Symposium held by Herbert D. Bennington at symposium
on progressed programming strategies for advanced computers on 29 june 1959. This introduction
was almost the improvement of program for SAGE in 1983 the paper was republished with
foreword by Benington indicating out the handle was not in reality performed in a strict top down
mold, but depended on a prototype.
To begin with formal portrayal of the waterfall demonstrate is frequently cited as a 1970 article by
Winston W. Royce , in spite of the fact that Royce did not utilize the term “waterfall” in that article.
Royce displayed this demonstration as an illustration of a imperfect, non-working show. This , in
truth, is how the term is utilized in composing approximately computer program development to
depict a basic see of a commonly utilized program improvement practice.
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Fig 2.2: Waterfall Model

2.2.8 Advantage of Waterfall Model

1)
Waterfall model is so basic to actualize and moreover the sum of assets required
for this to show are negligible comparing to other models.
2)
In this demonstrate, yield is produced after each organize (as seen some time
recently), in this manner it has tall deceivability. The client and extend supervisor gets a
feel that there is impressive advance. Here it is critical to note that in
any venture mental variables too play an vital role.

3)
Project administration, both at inner level and client's level, is simple once
more since of unmistakable yields after each stage. Due dates can be set for the completion
of each stage and assessment can be done from time to time, to check on the off chance
that extend is going as per milestones.
4)
This technique is essentially superior than
the indiscriminate approach
to create program. It gives a format into which strategies of investigation, plan, coding,
testing and upkeep can be placed.
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5)
This strategy is essentially way better than the erratic approach to create computer
program. It gives a layout into which strategies of examination, plan, coding, testing
and support can be put.
6)
This strategy is favored in ventures where quality is more critical as compared
to plan or fetched.

2.3 Conclusion

To actualize the venture we have characterized utilization and specialized prerequisite in this
chapter. We moreover indicated the highlights of the program and characterized that we will take
after demonstration to create the program. We finalize the arrangement engineering and
advancement instrument choice. We discuss about the approximately and possibility of thinking
about this project. In next chapter we talk about the framework plan for carecancer.net
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Chapter 3
System Design
3.1 Introduction

In system design, the design capacities are operations are depicted in detail counting scree formats,
commerce rules, handle graphs and other documentation. The yield of this arrangement will show
the modern framework as a collection of subsystem modules.

The plan organize takes as its starting input the necessities recognized in the endorsed prerequisites
archive. For each necessity , a set of one or more plan components will be created as a result of
interviews, workshops and model endeavors.

System design is the handling of characterizing the components, modules, interfacing, and
information for a framework to fulfill indicated prerequisites. Framework advancement is the
process of making a modified frameworks, along with the forms, models, and strategies utilized to
create them.
Design elements portray that framework highlights in detail, and for the most part incorporate
useful progression charts, format graphs, tables of content, trade prepare chart, work flow graph,
arrangement chart and total substance relationship graph with a full information word reference.
These plan components are expecting to depict the framework in adequate detail, such that
designers may create and provide the framework with negligible extra input.
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3.2 System Design

3.2.1 Workflow Diagram
3.2.1.1 Site Admin’s Workflow

ADMIN

LOGIN

Admin can monitor
everything.

CHECK
AUTHENTICATION

Can add new
category

Can
update
hospital/specialist
information

u

Fig 3.1: Admin’s Workflow
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3.2.2 Use Case Diagram

Fig 3.2 : Use Case Diagram
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3.3 Conclusion

In this chapter we described the desired Carecancer.net features in detail, and generally include
workflow diagram, Sequence diagram, and Use case diagram.
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Chapter 4
Implementation and Experiments
4.1 Introduction
To make fast, secure and robust, latest and modern methodology and technology is used to
implement the Carecancer.net website. The technology which is used to implement, makes this
project user friendly, reliable and standard system. Now we describe about the development,
testing, implementation and experiments with some input and observe our desired output.

4.2 Development

Development environment

XAMPP :
XAMPP is developed by Apache Friends[2] which is an unpaid and open source cross platform
internet server solution pack. Basically Apache HTTP server, MYSQL database, mediator fro
scripts composed in PHP and PERL programming dialects is comprised in XAMPP. XAMPP is
the short version of Cross-Platform (X), Apache (A), MariaDB (M), PHP (P) and Perl (P). It is a basic,
lightweight Apache dissemination that makes it amazingly simple for engineers to make a local web
server for testing and examining a website. To set up a web server , a server application, database, and
programming language is needed. All these are included in an extractable file in XAMPP. Those are
Apache, MAriaDB, and PHP. XAMPP works well in all the operating systems. Linus, Windows and
IOS. This makes XAMPP cross platform. All these features makes XAMPP a live test server extremely
easy and well.
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Fig 4.1: After installing XAMPP in Windows 8

Fig 4.2: Apache and MySql running in XAMPP
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Fig 4.3: Keep project under “C:\xampp\htdocs\” location

Fig 4.4 : Open project on browser
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Fig 4.5 : phpMyAdmin in XAMPP

Fig 4.6 : Project Database in phpmyAdmin
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4.3 Software Testing

The examination conducted to supply the partners or vendors with data almost the quality of item
of benefit according to requirement is called software testing. Also to understand the approximate
risk of software implementation and to accommodate with the objective and an unbiased view of
the software is provided by software testing. With the aim of finding program bugs (blunders and
defects) test strategies are incorporates but are not constrained to the process of execution.

Computer program testing can be expressed as the prepare of approving and confirming that
a computer program/application/product:
1. The development and designs are done accordingly
2. Functions appropriately
3. With different values the program still runs correctly
4. The demand of the clients are met
Computer software testing , depending on the test strategy utilized , can be executed aat any time
in the life cycle of the software development. Customarily most of the test exertion happens after
the before requirements have been noted down and the coding section has been completed,
although in the waterfall approach most of the test execution is ongoing. As such the testing
technique is administrated by the strategy decided by computer programmer.

4.3.1 Testing methods
Static vs. dynamic testing: There are numerous approaches to computer program testing. Audits,
walkthroughs, or reviews are alluded to as inactive testing, though really executing modified code
with a given set of test cases is alluded to as energetic testing. Inactive testing can be overlooked,
and tragically in hone regularly is. Energetic testing
takes put when
the
program
itself
is utilized. Energetic testing may start some time recently the program is 100% total in arrange to
test specific areas of
code
and
are connected to
discrete capacities or
modules. Commonplace methods for this are either utilizing stubs/drivers or execution from a
debugger environment.

4.3.2 The box approach
Program testing strategies are customarily separated into white- and black-box testing. These two
approaches are utilized to depict the point of see that a test design takes when planning test cases.
White-Box testing: In the testing process where all the inner structures or working of a program ,
as contradicted to the usefulness uncovered to the end –user is called white box testing which is
also called as clear box testing, glass box testing, straightforward box testing and basic testing.
The programming aptitudes, the viewpoint of the framework are used to plan white box test cases.
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The tester decides inputs to work out ways through the code and decide suitable points. This
is practically equivalent to to testing hubs in a circuit, e.g. in-circuit testing (ICT)
While white-box testing can be connected at the unit, integration and framework levels of
the computer program testing handle, it is ordinarily done at the unit level. It can test ways inside a
unit, ways between units amid integration, and between subsystems amid a system–level test. In
spite of the fact that this strategy of test plan can reveal numerous mistakes or issues, it might
not identify unimplemented parts of the detail or lost prerequisites.
Systems used in white-box testing include:
(application programming interface) – when the application is tested
wusing public and private APIs.
Code coverage – The programmer creates test cases to cover all the code applied.
That is to test each of the functions at least once
Fault injection methods – to deliberately infect faults in the program to see how
it handles exceptions.
Mutation testing methods
Static testing methods
API testing

Code scope devices can assess the completeness of a test suite that was made with
any strategy, counting black-box testing. This permits the program group to look at parts of
a framework that are once in a while tried and guarantees that the most critical work focuses have
been tried. Code scope as a program metric can be detailed as a rate for:

Function

coverage, The processes or functionalities which are implemented are reported

.
Statement coverage, the total number of lines to have been executed
to complete the test is reported
100% explanation scope guarantees that all code ways, or branches (in terms of control stream)
are executed at slightest once. This is accommodating in guaranteeing redress usefulness, but
not adequate since the same code may prepare diverse inputs accurately or wrongly.
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Black-box testing: Manages the computer program as a “ black box” , looking for usefulness
without any information of inner usage. The analyzer is as it were mindful of what the computer
program is gathered to do, not how it does other programs. Although all of the Black box
testing strategies incorporate: proportionality dividing, boundary esteem investigation, all-pairs
testing, state move tables, choice table testing, fluff testing, model-based testing, utilize case testing,
exploratory testing and specification-based testing.

Grey-box testing: Grey-box testing includes having information of inner information structures
and calculations for purposes of planning tests, while executing those tests at the client, or blackbox level. The analyzer is always not required to have full information to get to the software's
source code. Controlling input information and designing yield do not qualify as greybox, since the input is done also and yield are clearly exterior of the "black box" that we are calling
the framework beneath test. This qualification is especially critical when conducting integration
testing between two modules of code composed by two distinctive engineers, where as it
were the interfacing are uncovered for test. Be that as it may, altering a information store does
qualify as grey-box, as the client would not regularly be able to alter the information exterior of
the framework beneath test. Grey-box testing may too incorporate switch building to decide,
for occurrence, outer values or error messages.

Visual testing: The target of visual testing is to provide testing engineers with the access to
discover what is happening at any given moment of the website crash by revealing the
information in such a way that the designer can effortlessly find out the information needed, and
the data is passed on very clearly as well. In the Center of the visual testing is the thought that
appearing somewhere an issue or a test disappointment or maybe clear portrayal of incremental
clarity and understanding.
Thus the visual testing requires the recording of whole test plans and sequences, capturing
everything and anything happening in the test case in a video arrangement system. Then the real
time analyzer is through the input out put which is captured through a webcam and sound
commentary from a microphone.

To test the Carecancer.net application, we have test all screen as visual test, and functional
accuracy.
We found all process are working fine and all screen can handle any exceptional data. Number of
testers will be involved for testing Carecancer.net. They will perform various test scenarios on
the application. After complete satisfaction application will be launched.
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4.4 Experiments

Fig 4.8 : Homepage

Fig 4.9 : search page
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4.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we described the desired Carecancer.net application with the Testing,
Experiments software’s and see the desired output.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work

5.1 Conclusion
In conclusion we can say that the implementation of ‘’Carecancer.net ’’ is very important. It will
be very helpful for both the software developers and people who are in need of an appropriate
website related to cancer for them. It will not only enhance effectiveness but also remove and
hassle to collect proper information.
There are huge number of cancer patient and caregivers with lack of proper knowledge and
treatment of cancer. There are also medicine stores and hospitals which need proper marketing for
being available to needy people. This website can work as a bridge among the caregivers and the
patients.
Lastly we would like to say using “carecancer.net” website it is very helpful who in need of those
information.

5.2 Future Work

Time changes, so does technology and system of treatment. We plan to enhance this website vastly
with a rich store of information.At present we have something in mind to add to the software in
near future




To launch the website in Bangla language
To add an online appointment system
To add information about cancer hospitals and specialist all over Bangladesh.
To insert a subscription option to get monthly newsletters about cancer
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Appendix
Some Sample Source Code of the Project
Login index page creating code :
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Header Creating page :
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Footer Creating page :
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Database Connection page :

Specialists Page creating:
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The End
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